
MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES vs Manly Bombers 
ROUND 15.  7/8/2022 
Rofe Park 

 
To have any chance of finals the Eagles needed to win their last three matches and hope for other results to fall their 
way. After winning last weekend this game against Manly Bombers was another must win. It was a sunny afternoon 
at Rofe, could they beat a side they’d won one and lost one against? 
The Eagles started better, immediately gaining possession and territory. Logan quickly found Ryan, Tristan then 
combined with Ryan and then Finn found Loz with a kick. After a bit of a tussle Jon got a free and kicked our first 
goal. Lachy and Andrew worked hard in midfield, William was kicking long, and Tristan and Hamish took marks. 
Hamish kicked a behind then Logan went close with a massive kick that was online but bounced backwards! Mason, 
Noah, and Andrew continued to go hard at the ball. Logan kicked a behind and then kicked a maximum after 
breaking a tackle and running powerfully. Fourteen zip at the buzzer. 
The Eagles didn’t let up in the next stanza either. Andrew, Lachy, Jon, Noah, and Will had a firm grip in midfield. Loz 
and Finn went close with behinds, there were three other minors, but we finished with Noah, Lachy combining 
allowing Logan to kick his second of the half. 
The kicking improved in the third with three goals three. Malachy joined the forwards and was soon involved linking 
with Angus on one of his rare forays up front. Andrew and Tristan stopped the Bombers progressing with big blocks, 
one winding Tristan. Austin was also tackling well in the mids. Logan kicked his third then Hamish took a great high 
mark and kicked a goal from distance. Logan then found Angus, who gathered quickly and kicked immediately for a 
goal. Finn completed the scoring with a behind. The Eagles were flying! 
The Bombers fought bravely in the last quarter but couldn’t find away past our backs. Mason tackled and kicked well 
in defence, Angus read the game well and stopped the Bombers scoring, and Noah was very brave in the ruck. After a 
nice move down the right the ball came to Malachy in the pocket, and he made no mistake in kicking our final 
maximum. The final hooter sounded, and the Eagles were delighted with the win, before cheering off the Bombers 
who out up a much stronger last quarter. 
Coach Steve was absolutely delighted with a performance that included great teamwork moving the ball forward 
from defence to attack. Every player contributed to a well-deserved win. 
  
Player of the match: Difficult to pick this week but Jon, Lachy, Logan and Hamish shared the award. 
Match report: Steve Barton. 


